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(54) Method for deposition of a layer of a tin oxide onto a substrate

(57) Method for depositing a layer of a tin oxide (17)
onto a substrate (1), the method comprising the steps of
providing in a reaction zone (18) a gaseous mixture (86)
comprising a tin source (77), an oxygen source (79) and
an alcohol (79) having the chemical formula CxHyOH,
where x is equal to or greater than 4 and y is equal to or

greater than 9, heating the substrate, and thereby in the
reaction zone (18) converting at a pressure of approxi-
mately atmospheric ambient pressure tin originating from
the tin source (77) and oxygen originating from the oxy-
gen source (79) to a tin oxide (17) being deposited onto
a surface (2) of the substrate (1).
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a method for depositing a layer of a tin oxide onto a substrate.
[0002] Tin oxide layers or films are highly transparent for visible light and have a low electrical resistivity which can
even be lowered by doping the tin oxide films, for example with fluorine. Among other beneficial properties, tin oxide
has a high mechanical hardness and is environmentally stable. Consequently, tin oxide films are used as transparent
conductive oxides in various applications. For example, tin oxide films are used as conductive layers in photovoltaic
cells, in gas sensors, in heating elements for aircraft windows and in displays. In most cases tin oxide films are produced
and deposited by chemical vapour deposition (CVD) and partly by CVD at roughly atmospheric pressure (APCVD).
[0003] In some applications, it is desirable to have a good surface morphology control during the deposition of a tin
oxide layer. Such control is necessary to produce an appropriate surface morphology of the deposited layer. For example,
rather large or rather small structures formed at the surface of the deposited layer might be advantageous. Particularly
in connection with photovoltaic applications such surface structures; often referred to as textures, are advantageous as
they improve the trapping of incident light and in this way the conversion efficiency of a solar cell. In order to optimize
the spectral response of the solar cell, the geometry of the texture has to be adapted to the individual solar cell type. In
one case rather small structures might be advantageous, in another case improvements might be stronger when rather
large structures are used. Such an adaption is particularly necessary for tandem solar cells.
[0004] A known technique for sufficiently controlling the morphology of a deposited tin oxide layer is to deposit a thick
layer of tin oxide first and to build the desired surface structure in a second step by etching processes like wet etching
in an aqueous etching solution or dry etching in a vacuum processes. This is rather involving and costly.
[0005] US 4,880,664 describes another possibility for providing a tin oxide layer with the desired properties. According
to this disclosure a first tin oxide layer is formed by CVD from tin tetrachloride, water and a lower alcohol. Afterwards a
second tin oxide layer is formed by CVD from tin tetrachloride and water. The resulting texture at the surface of the
whole tin oxide layer formed out of the first and the second tin oxide layer is controlled primarily by selecting a proper
ratio between the thickness of the first and the thickness of the second tin oxide layer. Two deposition processes are,
however, time consuming and costly.
[0006] Against this background, the present invention is based on the problem to provide a low-complexity method to
deposit a tin oxide layer having a surface structure onto a substrate.
[0007] This problem is solved by a method having the features of claim 1.
[0008] Dependent claims relate to advantageous developments.
[0009] The method according to the invention is based on the concept of providing in a reaction zone a gaseous
mixture comprising a tin source, an oxygen source and an alcohol having the chemical formula CxHyOH, where x is
equal to or greater than 4 and y is equal to or greater than 9, heating the substrate, and thereby in the reaction zone
converting at a pressure of approximately atmospheric ambient pressure tin originating from the tin source and oxygen
originating from the oxygen source to a tin oxide being deposited onto a surface of the substrate.
[0010] For the purposes of the present invention, reaction zone means an area, in which conditions like temperature
etc. are such that tin originating from a tin source located in the reaction zone and oxygen originating from an oxygen
source located in the reaction zone can be converted into tin oxide and such that said tin oxide can be deposited onto
the surface of the substrate. In most cases the reaction zone will therefore be formed in the near neighbourhood of the
substrate and may include the surface of the substrate itself. Furthermore, substrate means in principle anything a tin
oxide layer can be deposited on. It might for example be a glass substrate with or without any layers deposited or formed
on it before the deposition of the tin oxide layer. The substrate might, for example, be a float glass with a silicon oxide
layer already formed on it. In this case, the surface of the substrate onto which the tin oxide is deposited, would be an
upper surface of said silicon oxide layer.
[0011] For the purposes of the present invention approximately atmospheric ambient pressure means that the con-
version of tin originating from the tin source and oxygen originating from the oxygen source to tin oxide takes place
under a pressure having nearly the same pressure value as the atmospheric ambient pressure. The values might slightly
differ due to gas flows within or out of the reactor or other effects. But in each case the reactor is not in any way evacuated
and the pressure value at the substrate is not more than 50 mbar lower than the atmospheric ambient pressure. However,
it might be more than 50 mbar higher.
[0012] Heating might be performed in the reaction zone or before the substrates are fed into the reaction zone. In the
latter case the substrates have to be heated in such that their temperature at the time when they reach the reaction zone
is still high enough to enable the described conversion in the reaction zone. In an advantageous embodiment this
temperature in the reaction zone should be between 450 °C and 600 °C, preferably higher than 500 °C.
[0013] The method according to the invention reduces complexity of deposition of a tin oxide layer with a surface
structure as only one deposition process is needed. Nevertheless the method according to the invention provides a good
surface morphology control during the deposition of the tin oxide layer, i.e. the structuring or texturing of the surface of
the deposited layer can be sufficiently controlled. In particular the size of the formed structures can be controlled. The
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good surface morphology control can be put down to the usage of higher alcohols with x equal to or greater than 4 and
y equal to or greater than 9. The effect of adding such higher alcohols to the gaseous mixture varies with the kind of tin
source used. The choice of alcohol is therefore crucial for optimizing the individual deposition process. It has been found
that the usage of tin tetrachloride leads to lager structures as compared to the usage of tin sources with an organic group
like mono-buyltin trichloride and dimethyltin dichloride. Furthermore, it has turned out that the surface morphology can
be even better controlled if organo tin halides are used as tin source. The method according to the invention can be
realized in stand-alone equipments for APCVD known from prior art and the method is easily applied in production lines
for example in a production line for manufacturing thin film solar cells.
[0014] In a preferred embodiment of the invention the substrate is preheated before entering the reaction zone or
even before entering an apparatus for carrying out the method according to the invention. The latter is especially ad-
vantageous for depositing tin oxide on glass on a glass float line either in the Float bath, Lehr gap or in the Lehr. Preheating
might be performed in such that on entering the reaction zone the temperature of the substrate is still high enough to
enable the described conversion of tin and oxygen into an tin oxide, so that no further heating of the substrates needs
to be done. Or preheating might be performed in such that an additional heating within the reaction zone is necessary.
In an embodiment of the invention according to the latter case, such an additional heating is performed in order to enable
the desired conversion of tin originating from the tin source and the oxygen originating from the source of oxygen to a
tin oxide.
[0015] The gaseous mixture is preferably delivered to the substrate to be coated in a laminar flow. In this way the
homogeneity of the deposited tin oxide layers can be improved.
[0016] Until reaching the reaction zone, the gaseous mixture is advantageously kept at a temperature chosen such
that gas phase reaction of the gaseous mixture is sufficiently controlled. That means that the gaseous mixture is kept
at a temperature such that in the gaseous mixture the conversion of tin and of oxygen into tin oxide does not, or at least
only to a non-relevant extent, take place until the gaseous mixture reaches the reaction zone. Advantageously, the
gaseous mixture is kept at a temperature between 50 °C and 350 °C, preferably at a temperature between 100 °C and
200 °C, until it reaches the reaction zone.
[0017] In one embodiment of the method according to the invention a gaseous mixture that comprises a carrier gas
is provided in the reaction zone. Preferably an inert gas like nitrogen or a noble gas like argon is used as carrier gas.
[0018] In a preferred embodiment a tin comprising precursor gas is premixed with an oxygen comprising precursor
gas and/or the alcohol and the carrier gas. The resulting mixture is delivered into the reaction zone. In case that the
oxygen comprising precursor gas and the alcohol are both premixed, the resulting mixture is the gaseous mixture.
Advantageously, a gaseous component already contained in the tin and/or oxygen comprising precursor gas is used as
carrier gas, so that no further carrier gas has to be added in order to obtain the desired gaseous mixture. Furthermore,
also the alcohol may be contained already in the tin comprising precursor gas and/or the oxygen comprising precursor
gas, so that only the two precursor gases have to premixed to obtain the gaseous mixture which is delivered into the
reaction zone. It is also possible to premix the oxygen comprising precursor gas only with the alcohol and the carrier
gas and to deliver the resulting mixture into the reaction zone. Obviously further variations of premixing constituents of
the gaseous mixture are possible.
[0019] The tin comprising precursor gas may for example be obtained by bubbling the carrier gas through a heated
tin comprising liquid. The oxygen comprising precursor gas may for example be obtained by flash evaporating a liquid
comprising an oxygen source and the alcohol.
[0020] Instead of premixing precursor gases, it is also possible to form the gaseous mixture by mixing a tin comprising
precursor gas with an oxygen comprising precursor gas, the alcohol and the carrier gas close to or in the reaction zone.
Again, a gaseous component contained in the tin and/or oxygen comprising precursor gas is preferably used as carrier
gas and the alcohol is even more preferably already contained in one of the two precursor gases.
[0021] According to a preferred embodiment of the invention, in all cases, precursor gases premixed, partially premixed
or not premixed at all, at least one precursor gas is provided via at least one distribution head. Such distribution heads
allow a controlled gas flow and are per se known from methods and apparatus of CVD. Preferably, temperature controlled
distribution heads are used, which make it possible to improve uniformity of the deposited layer.
[0022] In one embodiment of the invention the alcohol is a branched linear or a cyclical alcohol. More preferably, the
alcohol is either tert-butanol C4H9OH or cyclohexanol C6H11OH. Using these alcohols, rather high tin oxide growth rates
can be realized.
[0023] Preferably, monobutyltin trichloride (MBTC), dimehtyltin dichloride (DMDTC) or tin tetrachloride (TTC) is used
as tin source or as a constituent of the tin comprising precursor gas. At a temperature of approximately 20 °C and at a
pressure of approximately atmospheric ambient pressure MBTC and TTC are liquid. A tin comprising precursor gas may
be provided by heating MBTC to a temperature of for example 120 °C or TTC to a temperature of for example 90 °C
and bubbling a carries gas, for example nitrogen, through the heated liquid.
[0024] In a further embodiment of the invention a doping agent is provided in the reaction zone for the purpose of
depositing a layer of doped tin oxide onto the substrate. The doping agent may, for example, be already contained in
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the tin comprising precursor gas and/or the oxygen comprising precursor gas. Preferably a fluorine comprising doping
agent such as trifluoroacetic acid, nitrogen fluoride or hydrogen fluoride is used.
[0025] The substrate is preferably moved during the doped or undoped tin oxide layer is deposited, as it has turned
out that in this way the homogeneity of the deposited layer can be improved.
[0026] It has turned out that with the method according to the invention tin oxide layers with rounded surface structures
can be deposited. This has proven to be particularly advantageous for photovoltaic applications, especially for the
production of amorphous silicon thin film solar cells where tin oxide layers are used as front contact of the solar cell. In
this case the forming of rounded surface structures reduces the risk of shunting a semiconducting layer arranged on top
of the tin oxide layer. In this way electrical losses in the solar cell can be reduced. It has turned out that good light trapping
in the solar cell can be realized despite of the rounding of the surface structure of the tin oxide layer. After optimization
of the tin oxide layer even better light trapping than in tin oxide layers known from the state of the art can be realized.
[0027] Preferably, a tin oxide layer having a thickness within a range from 10 nm to 3000 nm, more preferably within
a range from 450 nm to 1500 nm, is deposited onto the substrate.
[0028] In an advantageous embodiment of the invention the tin oxide layer is deposited onto a substrate as a transparent
front contact of a solar cell. The deposited tin oxide layer may be doped or not. However, a fluorine doped tin oxide layer
has proven to be particularly advantageous.
[0029] The invention will be explained in more detail below with reference to figures. Elements exercising essentially
similar effects are, as far as this appears appropriate, marked with equal reference signs. The figures show:

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of a first embodiment of the method according to the invention

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of a second embodiment of the method according to the invention

Fig. 3 Thin film solar cell according to the state of the art with a tin oxide layer as transparent front contact

Fig. 4 Atomic force microscope picture of a tin oxide layer deposited with a method according to the invention

Fig. 5 Atomic force microscope picture of a typical tin oxide layer deposited with a method according to the state of
the art

[0030] Figure 1 schematically illustrates a first embodiment of the method according to the invention. According to
this embodiment, substrates 1 are introduced into a reactor 70. The reactor 70 comprises a heating device 72 for heating
the substrates 1. In the embodiments of figures 1 and 2 external heating devices 72 are used. It is however obvious to
a person skilled in the art that also internal heating devices arranged in a chamber 71 of the reactor 70 can be used.
The reactor 70 comprises open ends, so that the substrates 1 can easily be transported into and through the reactor 70
as indicated by the direction of substrate transport 5. Said substrate transport is realized by means of a per se known
transport device, e.g. a pull or push rod system or a conveyer-belt, which is depicted neither in figure 1 nor in figure 2
for the purpose of enhanced clarity. At the open ends of the reactor 70 gas locks 73a, 73b, particularly gas curtains, are
provided in order to prevent intrusion of contaminations into the reactor 70.
[0031] According to figure 1 the substrates 1 are transported by the not depicted transport device in the direction of
transport 5 into a reaction zone 18. By means of a gas inlet 75a a mixture of e.g. TTC and a carrier gas, e.g. nitrogen,
are fed as a tin comprising precursor gas 77 into the reaction zone 18. By means of a gas inlet 75b an oxygen comprising
precursor gas 79 is fed into the reaction zone 18. Said oxygen comprising precursor gas 79 further comprises an alcohol
having the formular CxHyOH, where x ≥ 4 and y ≥ 9, and a carrier gas. This oxygen comprising precursor gas 79 might
for example be generated by flash evaporating a solution of tert-butanol in water and using nitrogen as carrier gas. The
precursor gases 77, 79 provided by the gas inlets 75a, 75b are mixed in the reaction zone 18, so that a gaseous mixture
comprising a tin source, an oxygen source and the alcohol specified above is provided in the reaction zone 18. Due to
the heating of the substrate 1 tin originating from the tin comprising precursor gas 77 and oxygen originating from the
oxygen comprising precursor gas 79 are converted into tin oxide and deposited onto a surface 2 of the substrate 1 as
a tin oxide layer 17.
[0032] Figure 1 shows two gas inlets 75a, 75b for the different precursor gases 77, 79. It is of course possible to
provide more than two separate gas inlets for the different constituents of the gaseous mixture. For example, separate
gas inlets can be provided for the carrier gas or the alcohol specified above. In this case everything fed into the reaction
zone 18 via separate gas inlets would be mixed in the reaction zone 18 so that the desired gaseous mixture is obtained.
[0033] Figure 2 illustrates a further embodiment of the method according to the invention. The schematically depicted
embodiment differs from the one of figure 1 in such that a premixing device 81 is provided in which the tin comprising
precursor gas 77 and the oxygen comprising precursor gas 79 are premixed. As the carrier gas and the alcohol specified
above are contained in the precursor gases 77, 79, premixing results in the desired gaseous mixture 86 which is fed
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into the reaction zone 18 via a per se known distribution head 87. In the reaction zone 18 again tin originating from the
tin comprising precursor gas 77 and oxygen originating from the oxygen comprising precursor gas 79 are converted into
tin oxide and deposited onto a surface 2 of the substrate 1 as tin oxide layer 17. Of course it is also possible to feed
some or all constituents of the gaseous mixture separately into the premixing device, so that no or less precursor gases
would have to be provided.
[0034] If the oxygen comprising precursor gas 79 is generated by flash evaporating a solution of hydrogen fluoride
and tert-butanol in water, a fluorine comprising doping agent is provided in the reaction zone so that doped tin oxide
layers are deposited. Obviously also other doping agents can be used and provided in the reaction zone in different ways.
[0035] Such a doped tin oxide layer can advantageously be deposited as a transparent front contact of a solar cell.
For example a doped or undoped tin oxide layer may be deposited as transparent front contact of a compound semi-
conductor solar cell, e.g. of a copper indium gallium selenide solar cell or a cadmium telluride solar cell. Particularly
advantageously, however, the doped tin oxide layer is deposited as transparent front contact of a microcrystalline silicon
solar cell or of an amorphous silicon solar cell 49, as it is schematically illustrated in figure 3. According to this illustration,
a fluorine doped tin oxide layer 52 is deposited onto a glass substrate 50. The deposition is realized using the method
according to the invention so that the doped tin oxide layer 52 comprises a surface structure with rounded structures as
it is schematically indicated in figure 3. The fluorine doped tin oxide layer 52 forms a front contact of the solar cell 49
and is covered by an amorphous silicon layer 54, which is doped in order to form a per se known and not depicted pin-
doping. A further transparent conducting oxide layer 56 is arranged on top of the amorphous silicon layer 54. This further
transparent conducting oxide layer 56 can again be deposited using the method according to the invention or by a
different deposition process. Particularly, another transparent conducting oxide than tin oxide can be used. A metallic
layer is arranged on top of the further transparent conducting oxide layer 56 and forms the metallic back contact 58 of
the solar cell 49.
[0036] In a preferred embodiment of the invention a fluorine doped tin oxide layer is deposited onto a substrate,
preferably onto a glass substrate, in the following way: A tin comprising precursor gas is provided by heating MBTC to
a temperature of about 120 °C and nitrogen is bubbled through the liquid MBTC. An oxygen, fluorine and tert-butanol
comprising precursor gas is provided by flash evaporating an aqueous solution having 2 mol% trifluoroacetic acid and
2 mol% tert-butanol and using nitrogen as a carrier gas. Consequently, both precursor gases comprise nitrogen as
carrier gas and the oxygen comprising precursor gas further comprises the alcohol tert-butanol and the fluorine comprising
doping agent. The two precursor gases are premixed, for example as described in connection with figure 2, and provided
in the reaction zone via a temperature controlled distribution head, e.g. via the distribution head 87 in figure 2. By means
of said temperature controlled distribution head, the gaseous mixture is fed into the reaction zone at a temperature of
about 130 °C and delivered to the substrate to be coated in a laminar flow. A total gas flow of about 2 1/min with 3%
MBTC by volume has proven adequate. Deposition is performed under approximately atmospheric ambient pressure.
The substrate is heated to a temperature of 550 °C so that the tin oxide deposition takes place within the reaction zone.
[0037] A doped or undoped tin oxide layer deposited in this way comprises the described advantageous rounded
surface structures. These rounded structures can be recognized in figure 4 which shows an atomic force microscope
picture of a part of the deposited tin oxide layer. The rounding of the surface structures becomes apparent in comparison
to figure 5 which shows an atomic force microscope picture of a tin oxide layer that has been deposited according to
the state of the art using methanol (CH3OH) as an alcohol. In figure 5 sharp spikes can be recognized which are typical
for the usage of methanol. In figure 4, instead, the structure is rounded and the risk of shunting a semiconducting layer
deposited onto the tin oxide layer is reduced.
[0038] As mentioned above, the light trapping in a solar cell can be improved by providing a tin oxide layer deposited
using the method according to the invention as a transparent front contact of the solar cell. This illustrates the following
table, in which characteristic data of a tin oxide layer is given that has been deposited with the method described in
connection with figure 4, besides that cyclohexanol has been used instead of tert-butanol. For comparative purposes
corresponding data of a tin oxide layer that has been deposited according to the state of the art using methanol as
alcohol is also given.

[0039] In this table RMS is the root mean square roughness of the surface structure of the tin oxide layers. Scatter is
defined as the ratio of the intensity of light which is scattered forward through the sample divided by the total intensity
of light transmitted forward through the sample. The given values refer to the wavelength spectrum between 400 nm
and 800 nm. As the table shows, values are quite similar. As roughness increases with layer thickness, it is not surprising

Layer thick-ness in nm RMS in nm Transmittance in % Scatter in %

Cyclohexanol 775 37 79 8,7

Methanol 740 32 79 3,8
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that the tin oxide layer deposited using cyclohexanol is slightly rougher. However, the scatter value is significantly higher
for the tin oxide layer deposited using cyclohexanol. This shows that light trapping within a solar cell can be improved
by depositing a tin oxide layer as a transparent front contact of a solar cell using the method according to the invention.
[0040] List of Reference Numbers

1 Substrate

2 Surface of substrate

5 Direction of substrate transport

17 Tin oxide layer

18 Reaction zone

49 Solar cell

50 Glass substrate

52 Fluorine doped tin oxide layer

54 Amorphous silicon layer

56 Further transparent conducting oxide layer

58 Metallic back contact

70 Reactor

71 Chamber

72 Heating device

73a Gas lock

73b Gas lock

75a Gas inlet

75b Gas inlet

77 Tin comprising precursor gas

79 Oxygen and alcohol comprising precursor gas

81 Premixing device

86 Gaseous mixture

87 Distribution head

Claims

1. Method for depositing a layer of a tin oxide (17) onto a substrate (1), the method comprising the steps of

- providing in a reaction zone (18) a gaseous mixture (86) comprising a tin source (77), an oxygen source (79)
and an alcohol (79) having the chemical formula CxHyOH, where x is equal to or greater than 4 and y is equal
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to or greater than 9,
- heating the substrate, and
- thereby in the reaction zone (18) converting at a pressure of approximately atmospheric ambient pressure tin
originating from the tin source (77) and oxygen originating from the oxygen source (79) to a tin oxide (17) being
deposited onto a surface (2) of the substrate (1).

2. Method according to claim 1, wherein an element selected from the group consisting of tin tetrachloride, monobutyltin
trichloride and dimethyltin dichloride is used as tin source.

3. Method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein a branched or cyclical alcohol is used, preferably tert-
butanol or cyclohexanol.

4. Method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein a gaseous mixture (86) comprising at least one carrier
gas is provided.

5. Method according to claim 4, wherein
a tin comprising precursor gas (77) is premixed with an oxygen comprising precursor gas (79) and/or the alcohol
(79) and with the carrier gas and the resulting mixture (86) is delivered into the reaction zone (18).

6. Method according to claim 4, wherein
the oxygen comprising precursor gas (79) is premixed with the tin comprising precursor gas (77) and/or the alcohol
(79) and with the carrier gas and the resulting mixture (86) is delivered into the reaction zone (18).

7. Method according to claim 4, wherein
the gaseous mixture is formed by mixing a tin comprising precursor gas (77) with an oxygen comprising precursor
gas (79), the alcohol (79) and the carrier gas close to or in the reaction zone (18).

8. Method according to any of claims 5 to 7, wherein
a gaseous component contained in the tin comprising precursor gas (77) and/or the oxygen comprising precursor
gas (79) is used as carrier gas.

9. Method according to any of claims 5 to 8, wherein a tin comprising precursor gas and/or an oxygen comprising
precursor gas (79) is used that further comprises the alcohol.

10. Method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein a doping agent is provided in the reaction zone (18) for
the purpose of depositing layer of doped tin oxide onto the substrate (1).

11. Method according to claim 10, wherein
the doping agent is premixed with at least one element selected from the group consisting of a tin comprising
precursor gas, an oxygen comprising precursor gas (79), the alcohol and a carrier gas.

12. Method according to claim 10 or 11,
wherein a fluorine comprising doping agent is used, preferably a doping agent selected from the group consisting
of trifluoroacetic acid, nitrogen fluoride and hydrogen fluoride.

13. Method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein a tin oxide layer (17) is deposited that comprises rounded
surface structures.

14. Method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the tin oxide layer (52) is deposited as a transparent front
contact (52) of a solar cell (49).

15. Method according to claims 14 and 12, wherein
a fluorine doped tin oxide layer (52) is deposited as a transparent front contact (52) of a solar cell (49).
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